
Pear is to Hip

(after Hafizah)

I turn through the hip-thrust music of falling blossoms. 
Flank of mud & spit. We used to visit a river where dogs drank
bone & mounted shadows that were not dog. You traced evidence
against my mouth. Silent, I listened to elegies sired by green.

Why doesn’t anyone remember you?

Turning against those mornings where you lifted the limbs
of all the lies you would ever tell us
and fed me their inside parts?

White & subtle. 

I remember how a flower fell. It was truth
and burnt your mouth. It had a song
and my face. 



Shareef & Stella, Snow-Lit

How cold the world at 4 a.m.
How abandoned the walks,
the intersections, the store windows.

How full the sleepers must be,
making way through crowds & mobs
of dreamers, dreams. How are the animals
getting around beneath their lids, 
how are they making room 
to dance in the dark hall 
of the body. How long will it play
before dawn gets down to business?

Where, in this wasteland of
the West Village, should a woman live
if not in her own music?

He pulled his trumpet
from the bag, like a man pulling
a dress down a woman.

Finding her to be a torch, a flare, 
in the snowfall. Light flakes
opening in broken ears. 

Bereft of any star or love, 
Stella begins. Backlit like a heart
in a field of its own hush. I am going 

to be this woman. I can sing tonight. 
I’m empty, watchful
as a blackened eye. Don’t

tell me the blues can bear 
a woman’s perfume. Play oblivion, darling, 
play the sweetest elegy I’ve mounted again. 

I will rock this Village to ruins. I’m you.
I’m lonely. The best starlight you never glimpsed. 
I’m moving like snow around a lost sound. 



Ode, Bedford Avenue Men 

The shadows downstairs sing. Their smoke drifts through 
floorboards. Not always up, but sometimes a tendril to the side, 
the way they lean on lives that grew too crooked 
to be maps or globes. What are they burning & singing now? 

These bastards whose technicolor throats hold memories of 
slingshot boys, running down dogwood roads 
after a ball or a head. They are burning & singing. 

I hear the chuckle dragging down their lips like a hook. 
They lick the taste of a cruel soft. The verse of a chain song 
drifts up, gunmetal beautiful. 

I seethe in a haze of their trouble. It’s in my lungs
like a cough. I’m wincing in sunlight lately
and all my poems call me Nigger.

A kind of dusk inebriated with their memory & pride. 
Their numbers have run off to the ghosts of good times. 
But they harmonize with misery just as well. The only thing 
they hit is air. Breath is luck by now too. 

They remember women. Shoes, suits, & cars. All of it 
more or less the same. How to use the tongue 
until it empties mercy. Becomes a club, nightstick, stickpin 
in a ghost serge suit, a velvet dick. Their sons who got mixed up 
in this or that mess. Daughters gone & bruised by their father’s mirrors. 

Bleed the nameless flower who made it all sweet. 
How the police kept locking the one who stuttered up. 
The way these men once wielded hammers, knives, & hips.
The one who had a masters degree & despised the master. 
& they gather beneath a brown that falls until none can breathe. 

One of the voices breaks out, far away as a convict’s freedom. 
The words aren’t clear enough though the chains speak 
& I can’t keep singing along about their work.   


